
merits. It is not a question of party, it is take leave to say at starting, that I do not
not a question of porsons, it is not a ques- approabh this question from- any new point
tion of merely local, or class, or passing in- of view whatever. Always I have been, and
terest, and it is not to be met by any of those now I am, a unionist in the strictest and
passing appeals which are too often resorted làrgest sense of the term. T desire to por-
to. It is not to be settled upon any ground petuate the upion between Upper and Lower
of mere theory, or by any criticism of mere Canada I desire to see developed, the largest
details. It requires indeed to be takeû up union that can possibly be developed (I care
at once as a question of principle, and also not by what name you call it) between all
as a question of detail, involving a multi- the colonies, provinces, and dependencies of
tude of details; and there must necessarily the British Crown. I desire to maintain that
be a careful criticism of such details The intimate union .which ought to subsist, but
question really- presented is this: 'on the which unfortunately does not subsist as it
whole, viewing them collectively, are the ought, between the Imperial Governument and
details involved in this great scheme such as all those d3pendencies. I am a unionist, who
to commnend the'scheme itself td our appro- especially does not desire to sec the provinces
bation, or are they not ? (Hear hear.) I of Upper and Lower Canada disunited 2o
pledge myself that I will discu s the ques- my mmd, this scheme does not at ail present
tion froma that point of view. I will do my itsélf as one of union; and if hon. gentle-
utmost to avoid more passing or personal men opposite will admit the truth, they will'
allusions. I will try to tread the dangeroug acknowledge that, practically, it amounts to a
ground before me without arousing danger- disunion between Upper and Lower Canada.
ous feelings. 'I do not know that I eau, suc- (Hear, hear.) I confess that I am irrecon-
ceed, but at least I will make the effort. This, cileably opposed to that - pórtion of the
however, I am bound to repeat at the outset, scheme. I repeat I do not care to see
that no one can do justice'to a question like Upper and Lower Canada more dissevered
this, and start with the idea of at all ignoring thah they are; on the contrary, I wish to
details. Here is a measureproposed for our sec them brought into closer union; and
acceptance, embodied in seventy-two resolu- far fron re arding this scheme as cementing
tions, and which resolutions affirm a great nore clos ly the connection- of these pro-
many more than seventy-two propositions, -Vinces witl the British Empire, I look upon
connected with almost every principle known it as tending rather towards a not distant
to have reference to the theory and practice 4isunion of these provinces froi the
of popular government. I say it is a soheme British E pire. (fler, hear.) My posi-
which is as ,complex and as vast as one can tion as re ards this scheme is that of one
well imagine, and declamation about first wh desir s to see this union perpetuuted,
principles eau be of no real use in its dis- and not f one who would conteinplate a
ùussion-can avail only to mislead in refer- state of disunion between any of the
once to it. We have to d'al with no more component parts of the British Empire.
abstract question of a nationality, or of union I hold that proper means ought to
or disunion, or of a Federal as opposed to a be taken to prevent our disunion .from the
Legislative union. It is idle to talk British Empire und absorption into the

*vaguely about the maintenance ýof British United States, and that this scheme by no
conneeion, or to go .into magnificent means tends that way. I have no fancy for
speculations about the probable results of democratie or republican forms or institu-
independence, or blindly to ùrge this tions, or indeed for revolutionary or political
scheme as a sure preventative of annex- novelties of any sort. The phrase of " politi-
ation to the United States. These cheap cal creation " is ne phrase of mine. I hold
an. easy generalities are thoroughly unreli- that the power tô croate is as much a higher
able. The only question is, how is this plan, attribute than belongs to man, in the politi-
in its entirety, going to work? And this cal world, as in any other department of the
question is one which is not eaosyto answer; universe. All we can do is to attend to and
it is one requiring much patience, and a close develope the ordinary growth of our institu-
examination of details. It is the question tions; and this growth, if it is to be healthy
which, if the louse will lend me its attention, at all, must be slow. There must be the same
I will endeavor to discuss to. the extent of slow, steady change in political matters,
my ability. (Hear, hear.) { may further which answers to the growth visible in the


